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Abstract: As the global imperative for sustainable development intensifies, the real estate industry stands at the intersection of environmental responsibility and economic viability. This paper presents a comprehensive exploration of the significance of sustainable solutions within the real estate sector, employing advanced artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to assess their impact. This study focuses on the integration of AI-powered tools in a decision-making process analysis. The research methodology involves the development and implementation of AI algorithms capable of analyzing vast datasets related to real estate attributes. By leveraging machine learning techniques, the algorithm assesses the significance of energy efficiency solutions along with other intrinsic and extrinsic attributes. This paper examines the effectiveness of these solutions in relation to the influence on property prices with a framework based on an AI-driven algorithm. The findings aim to inform real estate professionals and investors about the tangible advantages of integrating AI technologies into sustainable solutions, promoting a more informed and responsible approach to industry practices. This research contributes to the growing interest in the connection of the real estate sector, sustainability, and AI, offering insights that can guide strategic decision making. By implementing the random forest method in the real estate feature significance assessment original methodology, it has been shown that AI-powered algorithms can be a useful tool from the perspective of real estate price prediction. The methodology’s ability to handle non-linear relationships and provide insights into feature importance proved advantageous in comparison to the multiple regression analysis.
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1. Introduction

The global real estate industry, one of the most carbon-intensive sectors in the world, stands at the intersection of economic prosperity, social well-being, and environmental stewardship, playing a fundamental role in shaping the sustainable development landscape. In recent years, the concept of Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) principles has emerged as a guiding framework for businesses across diverse sectors, with the real estate industry being no exception. No wonder the issue has been a subject of detailed investigations and heated discussions amongst a variety of internationally recognized organizations [1–4]. While the organizations focused on articulating the ESG long-term goals and programs on their monitoring and evaluation, little has been done, in the authors’ opinion, in terms of particular solution provision, which could support the real estate industry’s sustainable solution decision-making procedures. The same conclusion, amongst others, has been drawn by Bedford Consulting [5], according to which one of the main challenges of ESG best practices involves understanding the impact of ESG initiatives. Real estate markets, constituting the area of real estate industry activities, including ESG initiative implementation, are challenging modern analyses that require both new analytical
approaches and new sources of data and information. For that reason, in order to enhance the development of systems and solutions that support analyses in the real estate market, it is necessary to understand the reality. Understanding this complexity requires creating models that are a simplified picture of the reality being analyzed. In the case of the real estate market, the market object is real estate, which is a specific commodity. This specificity is due to the following factors:

- the individual nature of the transactions;
- the heterogeneity of the market;
- the volatility of prices and costs;
- the demand and supply of the commodity.

The study of the real estate market is particularly important to achieve greater transparency of analyses, which currently cannot be realized without effective and efficient systems for collecting and processing up-to-date information reflecting ESG solution implementation, which is increasingly being incorporated in the real estate industry. From the environmental perspective, the most visible ways of the implementation of a solution involve, amongst others, green building certification (e.g., LEED—Leadership in Energy and Environment Design), energy efficient technologies (e.g., HVAC systems), or sustainable design application [6]. Social aspects that answer the EGS principles can be perceived in community engagement initiatives, a so-called “affordable housing” program or social impact investing [7], while the governance ones usually include a so-called “corporate governance”, risk management, or diversity and inclusion issues [8].

Even though the solutions contribute to environmental development and offer cost-effective opportunities to reduce energy, the current state-of-the-art analysis indicates that property market participants are unwilling to include sustainability issues in property-related decision-making processes unless the features and related performance are integrated into property valuation [9–12]. For that reason, the main motivation of this work was to propose a solution, answering both conclusions drawn in the aforementioned current state of art and the market need for methods and techniques tailored to the specifics of the market analysis. Aiming at providing a real estate decision-making support algorithm implementing AI technology, this paper not only presents these technologies as indispensable tools in real estate sustainable solution analyses but also underscores their role in advancing a technical, data-driven approach to market research, building upon existing research in the field, described in detail in the proceeding section. Considering the problem, the following hypothesis was formulated: algorithms implementing AI-driven solutions can offer a better reflection of real estate market dependencies than classical analytical methods in terms of real estate attribute inclusion. The hypothesis, if proven, would also confirm the following thesis: the analysis of the impact of property features on their value, with the use of random forest, as a representative of embedded AI methods, enables the incorporation of a broader set of attributes, including the ones reflecting ESG sustainable solutions. For the purpose of the hypothesis/thesis confirmation and verification, the analysis was executed based on data acquired from three sources: a public register of real estate prices (PRREPs), open street map (OSM), and central register of energy performance of buildings (CREPBs).

This paper is structured in the following way: Section 2 provides an overview of recent research focusing on the analysis of features influencing real estate prices in international contexts. It also outlines key methodologies employed in the feature significance assessment. Section 3 introduces an AI-driven algorithm of recursive feature elimination, which has not been implemented for the scientific problem that the paper concentrates on and provides substantial justification for its utilization. Section 4 covers the materials and methods, and generally outlines the methodological architecture of the research assumed by the authors, with special respect to particular phases of data collection and processing, the data analysis and classification, and recursive feature algorithm implementation. Section 5 provides a description of the obtained results that leads to a discussion, which is presented in the following Section 6. Finally, Section 7 describes conclusions made by the authors based on the executed research.
2. The Problem of Real Estate Feature Significance Assessment

One of the key problems in real estate market analyses is the identification of real estate characteristics (their occurrence, extent, and relevance) affecting the reasoning [13–17]. The accurate identification of problems and limitations in the area of real estate information analyses determines the direction of the search for solutions that better reflect market reality. From an analytical point of view, problem solving also requires the selection of appropriate methods for analyzing available information and research procedures.

Heterogeneous goods such as real estate have a number of built-in characteristics and, as a commodity, constitute a set of them. When selecting methods and inference procedures for analyzing the relevance of real estate characteristics, it is necessary to keep in mind the specifics of the subject of research and the possible difficulties arising from these specifics, among others [18]:

- significant differences in the amount of information available are determined with the type of market analyzed;
- ambiguous and unclear assumptions and principles of the relevant methods in the analysis of the relevance of real estate features (e.g., differences in the scale of the description of real estate features, description of real estate features fully dependent on the expert performing the analysis);
- lack of comprehensive (complete) information;
- imprecise nature of real estate data;
- lack of homogeneous functional relationships between real estate features;
- non-linear nature of real estate data.

Research on the solutions used for selecting and assessing the significance of real estate features shows the need to look for methods and techniques tailored to the specifics of the real estate market and to changes in it, as commonly used solutions may not fully capture the essence and nature of real estate market decisions.

The variety of properties accepted for analyses or insufficient data often does not allow a classical determination of the impact of individual characteristics on property value. The literature often cites sets of real estate characteristics most often used in analyses, but due to the dynamically changing market reality, they are often inadequate or do not fully correspond to the realities of the market. The legitimacy of the search for new solutions in this area, which are an extension of currently used methods and techniques, has been repeatedly addressed in scientific studies by many researchers involved in the analysis of information in the real estate market [19–29].

Real estate in its essence is not just a commodity, but a kind of integration of the needs met by it (social, economic, environmental) due to its position in space. An appropriate selection of characteristics (also called or expressed as intrinsic and extrinsic ones) and analytical methods and tools is necessary to reflect in the value of a property the extremely important influence of the environment and surroundings in which the property is located. This approach is key to maintaining sustainability and reflecting the essence of integrating the environment into the real estate market.

In practice, the strength of the impact of market features on the differentiation of transaction prices and the scale of assessment of a given feature can be determined depending on the conditions, especially taking into account the following:

- results of the analysis of data on prices and market characteristics of similar properties traded on the real estate market specified for valuation purposes;
- analogy to local markets similar in terms of type and area;
- research and/or observation of the preferences of potential real estate buyers.

The list of aforementioned methods is not limited. Other solutions can also be used as long as their use is justified appropriately.

The problem of explanatory (independent) variable selection and the determination of their impact on the exploratory (dependent) variable is a common issue encountered in
many areas of science and practice. There are many ways of variable selection that can be divided into the following main categories [30]:

- **filter methods**—the final set of features is selected based on the method adopted, for example, by assessing the size of the correlation coefficient of the analyzed feature with the explanatory variable. These methods are based on data features and do not use machine learning algorithms;
- **embedded methods**—use algorithms that have built-in iterative feature selection methods; the iterative learning process extracts those features that most affect the learning of the model in a given iteration;
- **wrapper methods**—the selection of variables is treated as a selection search and is based on fitting a specific algorithm to a given set of data while looking for an optimal set of features;
- **hybrid methods**—these methods combine elements of the aforementioned methods.

From the explanatory and exploratory variable perspective, it must be underlined that the real estate market analysis usually deals with three-dimensional sustainability problems: the economic, the social, and (physical) environmental ones [31]. All three dimensions are interconnected and interact and therefore must be considered cooperatively to provide a comprehensive understanding of the real estate market dynamics. The economic dimension in real estate analyses includes factors such as market demand, rental rates, property values, and economic indicators affecting the local and regional economies. For that reason, the economic success of a real estate project may depend on its ability to attract tenants, which, in turn, can be influenced by the project’s environmental and social features. Social dimensions encompass aspects such as community demographics, lifestyle trends, and housing preferences. Properties that contribute positively to the well-being of the community, provide affordable housing, or support local social initiatives may attract more interest and support from tenants and investors (interconnection with economic dimension). Environmental dimensions include factors like energy efficiency or green certifications, which may interact with, e.g., the economic dimension through property price determination.

On the other hand, price is a handy indicator as it includes plenty of market information and thereby already tells us something about the sustainability of the particular case. What is key in this aspect is the adoption of a holistic approach to determine the value of real estate.

Real estate market analyses consistently noted the scarcity of universal algorithms or procedures that could be used to study the significance of real estate features under different market conditions. Existing solutions were often described as ambiguous, inflexible, subjective, or even mismatched to the specifics of the subject of an analysis, and their assumptions were not defined precisely enough or introduced too much generalization of the adopted model. Classically applied analytical methods for studying the significance of real estate characteristics were often adopted intuitively or were determined with the scope and type of information available.

The approach to real estate as an economic and public good directly related to and intersecting with environmental goods through the use of AI-powered tools could allow the processing of data that was often imprecise and uncertain, making it possible to reflect the actual and current nature of the real estate market. For that reason, the investigation of AI-driven algorithms in the real estate industry was executed and potential solutions are indicated.

3. AI-Driven Algorithms in Real Estate Industry Solution Analysis

Traditionally, real estate industry analyses relied profoundly on manual processes, often constrained by limited data processing capabilities [32]. The introduction of AI technologies though has brought a revolutionary change to [33], enabling the industry to employ the power of algorithms for more sophisticated and data-driven decision making [34,35] to give them a “far-reaching impact on individuals and society” [36]. One of the
key applications of AI in sustainable real estate development lies in property valuation and is strongly connected with Automated Valuation Modeling (AVM), Mass Appraisal (MA), or computer-assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) [37,38]. The simultaneous utilization of Geographic Information Systems and machine learning for that purpose has also been thoroughly investigated in [39] and found its application. AI-driven algorithms adeptly analyze a multidimensional variable describing market trends. AI-driven algorithms introduce a dynamic pricing paradigm, allowing for real-time adjustments in rental properties and listing prices based on market fluctuations. Additionally, these algorithms aid investors in portfolio management by assessing property performance, recommending diversification strategies, and optimizing resource allocation. Predictive analytics further empower stakeholders by offering insights into future market trends and optimizing investment strategies [40]. AI algorithms play a crucial role in dissecting the complexities of demand and supply in the real estate market (Figure 1). By processing vast datasets, these algorithms uncover patterns, identify emerging trends, and contribute to a comprehensive understanding of market dynamics, thereby assisting in strategic decision making [41–43].

Figure 1. AI solution examples utilized in real estate industry areas (source: author’s own elaboration).

Real estate investments inherently carry a variety of risks, and AI algorithms surpass in assessing and mitigating these risks [44,45]. Through the analysis of economic indicators, market volatility, and historical performance, the algorithms provide invaluable insights. Moreover, AI contributes to fraud detection, ensuring the security and legitimacy of property transactions [46]. The implementation of AI in real estate extends beyond analyses, streamlining operational workflows. The automation of routine tasks, such as a document analysis and contract review, not only accelerates processes but also minimizes the likelihood of errors, enhancing overall efficiency [47]. Natural Language Processing (NLP) integrated into AI systems assists in improved, amongst others, real estate industry and customer interactions. Chatbots and virtual assistants powered by AI respond to customer inquiries, deliver information, and enhance overall customer experience, fostering increased engagement [48]. The most frequently utilized algorithms in real estate industry solutions are presented in Figure 1.

The real estate market is shaped via processes and connections that we can predict with a certain probability, as well as via little-known, difficult-to-predict, random events. Such events include, among others, instability of property attributes, lack of information coherence, uneven access to information, deficiencies in the cognitive abilities of real estate market entities, uncertainty of systemic structures and functions, and emotional attitudes of entities toward transactions [49,50]. Traditional computational methods require a precise understanding of the problem and dependencies between variables, which, in the case of complex and discontinuous spaces, makes it impossible to conduct reliable analyses.
Numerous solutions based on machine learning tools are proposed for problem solving in the real estate market across various domains to reduce the impact of uncertainty on its analyses. One of the valuable proposals involves rating market classifications based on decision-making theory, leveraging data mining technologies such as Rough Set Theory (RST), Value Tolerance Relation fuzzy theory (VTR), and a rating scoring analysis [51,52]. In the field of tax policy, Stokey [53] illustrates a scenario where uncertainty about future tax rates affects the profitability of investments. Stokey introduces a universal model that utilizes investment technology to generate an option value. Additionally, Giudice et al. [54] proposed a procedure involving numerical integration on the weights’ space using the Markov Chain Hybrid Monte Carlo Method (MCMHCM), a neural network (NN) model, a traditional multiple regression analysis (MRA), and the Penalized Spline Semiparametric Method (PSSM). Zavadskas et al. [55] highlight that the consequences of alternative courses of action in many decisions cannot be predicted with certainty in real estate investment. To address this uncertainty, they propose a methodology based on Grey’s theory, suggesting the use of the Complex Proportional Assessment of Alternatives with Grey Relations (COPRAS-G) for defining the utility of alternatives. In a normative view, decision problems can be translated into mathematical models when future processes are stable and determinable with appropriate probability. However, in the real world, current problems involve complex information—both accurate and objective, as well as subjective and error-prone. Computer systems within the area of artificial intelligence are employed to support decision-making processes by combining information from various sources, organizing and analyzing information, and facilitating the assessment of specific model assumptions [56,57].

Increasingly, promising results are being achieved in studies of the potential of machine learning tools, and also in the scope of assessing the significance and impact of features on prices, value, or the attractiveness rating of real estate. Many researchers have emphasized that, despite the multitude of applications, a statistical data analysis has theoretical weaknesses [58–61]. The results obtained often oversimplify the problem and may not be effective in markets where uncertainty is high. This is due to the challenges in quantifying features and their numerical definition, particularly regarding the behavioral and emotional aspects of market participants that contribute to the formation of real estate prices and values. Consequently, many authors have explored alternative approaches in many fields of a real estate market analysis including those of a feature significance assessment, such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) utilization [59,62] or a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [63–66].

Implementing deterministic models in the real estate market can be challenging due to the intricate nature of the processes involved [67]. It is crucial to recognize that globalization processes, increasingly evident in the real estate market in recent years, contribute to the market’s acceleration. The integration of real estate markets with global processes opens up substantial opportunities for growth. Given the complexity of real estate market processes and the influence of global conditions on local factors, it is essential to employ suitable methods for effective analyses. AI solutions allow for the solving of inaccurate, complex, and multivariate tasks when the objective function is not defined using an exact mathematical formula or is disturbed and imprecise. AI methods take into account the randomness of processes occurring in the real estate market analysis. Artificial intelligence methods such as learning systems find application in supporting decision-making processes thanks to the ability to predict future events. They can be used to solve dynamic tasks (variables in time), which are characterized by a large number of variables and the complexity of space. Due to the multitude of factors affecting the real estate market and the complexity of processes occurring in it, the use of deterministic models is often difficult. AI methods have become a useful tool for finding optimal solutions through the use of probabilistic selection rules. Awareness of the possibilities and limitations of these methods as well as a thorough knowledge of the problem under examination allow for proper adjustment of the
The combination of AI algorithms allows real estate professionals to extract valuable insights, automate repetitive tasks, and make data-driven decisions in various aspects of the industry. For that reason, the random forest method, belonging to the group of embedded feature selection methods, has been gaining increasing interest in different scientific areas. The main advantages of the random forest method underlined in current state-of-the-art scientific publications include the following [68–72]:

- resistance to a variety of data problems (e.g., missing data, explanatory variables without significance, a large number of explanatory variables or outliers);
- the ability to reproduce complex relationships more accurately than decision trees, even though the predictive power of a random forest is usually somewhat lower, but still comparable to neural networks;
- resistance to overfitting;
- stability;
- possibility of interaction between variables;
- the ability to determine various misclassification costs.

Random forest methods’ operations involve classification using a group of decision trees and the final decisions are made as a result of majority voting on the classes indicated via the individual decision trees. Considering the advantages, the authors investigated the possibility of the method implementation in the original algorithm real estate industry sustainable solution significance assessment.

4. Materials and Methods

In the aforementioned scientific problem, the objective of this study was to propose a methodological algorithm that enables real estate industry sustainable solution (ESG) significance assessment that benefits from the advantages given via the random forest method. The proposed methodology architecture, with all its procedural steps’ justification, is presented in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The methodological architecture of the research (source: authors’ own elaboration).
The proposed particular stages of the methodology had to be executed in a particular order.

4.1. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

The initial point for the description of the assumed investigated area required particular real estate characteristics’ selection, providing information on the subject of the analysis—structural attributes on real estate including the ones describing sustainable solution implementation and the real estate location (locational attributes). The selection of attributes was based on an extensive literature review [73–76]. One frequently highlighted aspect in the literature pertains to the proximity and accessibility of facilities and services, encompassing educational institutions, healthcare facilities, and commercial centers. The significance of these factors is often associated with the suitability of the neighborhood, the demand for and frequency of their utilization, as well as the time required for access. Another emphasized characteristic involves environmental conditions and the quality of elements reflecting them. Notable influences on residential property purchase decisions include considerations of water, air, or noise pollution, and the accessibility of green spaces. Environmental factors such as the likelihood of natural hazards are also considered. Property communication is another factor in the decision-making process related to property purchases, especially residential ones. This aspect is typically construed as spatial accessibility, determined with the existence of public transport elements. The distance from central business districts or public facilities is also a relevant factor, often measured in terms of travel time or cost. The last predominant location characteristics discussed in the literature encompass neighborhood aesthetics and the social and economic background. Despite the apparent diversity of these factors, they are frequently found to be strongly correlated. Demographic attributes such as dominant ethnicity, language, religion, family size, and education level tend to exert an influence on the surrounding aesthetics.

The aforementioned location attributes have been acquired and form the open street map (OSM) (OSM is a digital map that is freely accessible, editable, and distributable by the public. Built on open-source mapping platforms and collaborative contributions, these maps allow users to view, edit, and share geographic information. Open-source maps are often created and maintained by a community of volunteers, developers, and organizations, fostering transparency, accessibility, and the collective improvement in geographical data and feature statistics.) source and processed in a way presented by Renigier-Biłożor et al. [77]. Considering the fact that real estate is characterized based on its surroundings and its distinct technical and functional characteristics, the investigated property transactions located in an area being analyzed are described with data provided in public registers for real estate transactions (PRREP) (PRREP is a centralized and accessible database (or platform) maintained by government authorities. It provides transparent and publicly available information on the transaction prices of real estate properties. This register typically includes details such as the purchase or sale price, property location, date of transaction, and relevant property characteristics.). The data given in the register included the following characteristics described in either a numeric or descriptive way: the usable area, stories, rooms, basement, building stories, technology, lift, and unit price. The listed-above real estate characteristics, because of this paper’s objective, had to be extended using the data provided in the central register of the energy performance of buildings (CREPB) (CREPB is a centralized database or system established by government authorities to collect and store information about the energy efficiency of buildings. This register typically includes data on energy performance certifications, which assess and rate the energy efficiency of buildings based on factors such as insulation, heating, ventilation, and lighting systems. The purpose of the central register is to promote transparency, support energy efficiency initiatives, and provide stakeholders, including property owners and tenants, with information to make informed decisions regarding energy consumption and sustainability in the built environment).

The register contains the following 5 characteristics:
• the annual usable energy demand index (EU) (the EU index provides information on the amount of energy required to supply each square meter of a house. It is the most important parameter in calculating the energy costs of a house already at the stage of project formulation for its construction).

• the annual final energy demand index (EK) (the EK index provides information on the amount of energy required to supply the building to guarantee the right temperature and considering any losses in the generation and transmission of heat inside the entire building. The amount of this indicator is mainly affected by the efficiency of the heat source).

• the index of annual demand for non-renewable primary energy (EP) (the EP index is an indicator that is important for a formal reason, since it considers the entity’s need to adapt to changes in construction law. European and Polish law constantly emphasize the need to reduce energy from non-renewable sources at the expense of promoting energy from renewable sources).

• the share of renewable energy sources in annual final energy demand (U_OZE) (the U_OZE index constitutes a ratio of renewable energy sources in annual final energy demand) (%).

• the unit volume of emissions (CO_2ECO_2) (the CO_2ECO_2 index provides information on the volume of CO_2 emission) (t CO_2/(1 m^2·year)).

All the data used and processed in the research are presented in Figure 3. The data acquisition and processing enabled modified HO-MAR algorithm utilization.

Figure 3. Data acquisition and processing (source: authors’ own elaboration.

4.2. HO-MAR Algorithm Utilization

The overall complexity and multi-criteria nature of the real estate market make it significantly difficult to characterize/describe it with a single representative property value/price model. In such a situation, dividing space into submarkets with internal similarity consistent with the assumed criteria can minimize the difficulty. Each submarket should be defined by the maximum similarity of spatial characteristics (location) and physical characteristics of the property (transactions). A submarket (homogeneous area) extracted according to the principle of maximum similarity can be the basis for the real estate attribute significance.

In order to extract from the property features only the ones that are strictly connected to its structural and functional characteristics (intrinsic variables), and subsequently minimize the distortion made in that kind of an analysis with spatial interactions and constraints of an urban environment, the modified HO-MAR methodology was utilized (the algorithm modification consisted of imitating its work only to homogenous geo-market area selection).
The basis for analyzing the scope and relevance of real estate attributes is a homogeneous area in terms of locational characteristics. The procedure for determining HO-MAR homogeneous areas is described in detail by Renigier-Bilozor et al., 2022 [77]. The elaborated methodology is based on entropy theory, Rough Set Theory, fuzzy logic, and geoprocessing activities (Gauss filter, geocoding and reverse geocoding, tessellation model with mutual spatial overlapping).

4.3. RE Method Utilization and ESG Solution Significance Assessment

In order to assess the significance of real estate attributes in the selected homogeneous area, an algorithm in the form of a random forest was used. It is a popular machine learning technique used for both classification and regression problems. Random forests were proposed by Breiman [78] and can be perceived as a generalization of the idea of decision trees. The random forest method is classified as one of the so-called aggregation procedures and involves constructing multiple decision trees during learning and generating a class that is the dominant of the classes (classification) or the predicted average (regression) of the individual trees [79,80]. Random forest belongs to the group of embedded methods. Their main idea is to reduce the prediction error when taking into account the decision trees that make up the forest and the correlation between their predictions [30]. Through its ability to solve non-linear and multivariate problems, it is also a useful tool for assessing the relevance of individual variables in the process of training the model. Tree training is robust to the scaling and transformation of feature values, as well as to the presence of irrelevant features. However, individual trees tend to learn highly irregular patterns: they over-fit the training sets—they have low loadings but very high variance. Random forests are a way of averaging multiple decision trees, trained on different parts of the same training set, in order to reduce variance [81]. In this case, the goal of modeling is to achieve the lowest possible model error, assuming the minimization of load and variance. For this purpose, ensembles of complex trees are created to obtain the lowest possible load. To reduce variance, the resulting trees should be as independent of each other as possible.

A random forest is obtained by using the following procedure [30]:

1. Drawing with a replacement from a subset (cases), D', from the available training sample D (bootstrap aggregating)—the observations that did not enter it are called out-of-bag (OOB) data and are later used to estimate the classification error.
2. Creating a tree for the drawn subset:
   • checking whether the divided set is homogeneous or too small to divide;
   • drawing a number of explanatory variables;
   • finding the best division using the drawn subset of variables;
   • dividing the set into two parts and repeating the procedure for each part.
3. The termination of training, if the number of trees reached the set maximum or the test sampling error stopped decreasing (otherwise, the procedure repeats).

Individual trees are built on random samples drawn from a database representing a set of explanatory variables X (predictors) and the explanatory variable Y. The modeled quantity Y is a function of the X variables including random fluctuations (Equation (1)):

\[ Y = \varphi(X) + \epsilon, \] (1)

As a measure of error, the squared error is taken. Then, at the point \( x_0 \), the expected value of the model error M is as follows (Equation (2)):

\[ B(x_0) = \langle [Y - M(x_0)]^2 \rangle, \] (2)
M denotes the model fitted to a given learning sample and can change as the learning data change. As a result of the above, an expression for the error was obtained (Equation (3)):

\[ B(x_0) = \sigma^2 + [(\langle M(x_0) \rangle - \varphi(x_0))^2 + \langle M(x_0) - \langle M(x_0) \rangle \rangle^2, \]  

(3)

where:
\( \sigma^2 \) — random error;
\[(\langle M(x_0) \rangle - \varphi(x_0))^2\] — the square of the difference between the expected value of the predictions of models (created for different samples) regarding the true value, the so-called bias;
\[\langle M(x_0) - \langle M(x_0) \rangle \rangle^2\] — variance.

When building a single decision tree, not all attributes are taken into account in determining the decision rule at a node. M attributes are drawn, where \( m < M \), based on which the decision rule at a node is determined (feature subspace)—in this way, each division in the trees is made with the same criterion, but different features are considered. As a result, features that might never affect the shape of the tree at this point have a chance to appear. Both bootstrap aggregating and feature subspace techniques are used to increase the stability of the algorithm’s response and protect it from over-fitting to learning data, resulting in better performance of the classifier on new data. Multiple trees training on a single training set would produce highly correlated trees (or even the same tree multiple times if the training algorithm is deterministic)—bootstrap is a way to de-correlate trees by showing them different training sets [82].

The evaluation of the significance of variables in the random forest was carried out on the basis of information on what changes in a given variable affect the quality of the model’s prediction. The procedure for determining the importance of individual attributes is as follows [83]:

1. for each ith tree:
   1.1. determining the number of correct \( k^i \) classifications on its OOB set;
   1.2. for each attribute:
      • random reordering of the values of the attribute under consideration, \( j \);
      • the determination of the number of correctly classified samples \( k_j^i \) on the set with a changed order of values in the \( j \)th attribute;
      • restore the original order of values in the \( k \)th attribute.

2. For each attribute \( j \), determine the average difference between the number of correct classifications on the original set and on the set that rearranged the order of values in the attribute, averaging the result after all \( T \) trees (Equation (4)):

\[ r_j = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} k^i - k_j^i \]  

(4)

The average determines the importance of the \( j \)th attribute—the higher the value, the more important the attribute. The utilization of the presented algorithm enabled ESG solution significance assessment.

5. Results

The structured methodological framework imposed the implementation of an experimental approach, leading to empirical research of the selected case study area. The study was conducted in the area of an Olsztyn municipality, one of the biggest cities located in northeast Poland, belonging to Warmia and Mazury Voivodship. In the authors’ opinion, the selected case study area was representative for the research purposes due to the fact that the analyzed residential property market is considered mature and well established (over 1000 free market transactions in the year 2023), and characterized by a high demand-to-supply ratio.
At the initial stage of the proposed methodology implementation, the investigated case study area was described with location attributes presented in Section 4.1. All the data were acquired from the OSM. Simultaneously, the data from the public register of real estate prices and central register of the energy performance of buildings were acquired, analyzed, and preprocessed in the following way of description: the usable area (1 m²), story (numeric), rooms (numeric), basement (1—if it exists, 0—if it does not exist), building stories (numeric), technology (1—if traditional, 0—if industrialized), lift (1—if it exists, 0—if it does not exist), unit price (pln/1 square meter), annual usable energy demand index (kWh/(1 m²·year)), annual final energy demand index (kWh/(1 m²·year)), index of annual demand for non-renewable primary energy (kWh/(1 m²·year)), share of renewable energy sources in annual final energy demand (%), unit volume of emissions (t CO₂/(1 m²·year)).

Having prepared the assumed variables, the HO-MAR modified algorithm could be utilized for the purpose of homogenous geo-market area selection. The application of the mentioned procedures enabled us to obtain 198 homogenous geo-market areas. The geolocation of the 10 most voluminous groups is presented in Figure 4.

The extracted homogenous geo-market areas formed predominately by units belonging to the same group were transformed into continuous areas, with the use of the grouping function, if applicable. One of the selected geo-market areas (G1) indicated the scope of the property transaction analysis and random forest method utilization. The investigated area was located in two Olsztyn City neighborhoods called Jaroty and Nagórkı (covering cadastral registration districts 106, 112, 114, 118, 125, 126, 127, 160, 161). Within the analyzed period of time (the year 2023), 265 residential real estate and free secondary market transactions took place there—see Figure 5.

From the selected set of 265 property transactions, the authors selected 49 that were fully described in terms of the assumed attributes. What was noticed was that the data completeness in the central register of the energy performance of buildings was a significant problem. Only 18% of the registered transactions were filled with data. The normalized diversity of acquired explanatory variables for the 49 investigated property transactions is presented in a box and whisker chart—see Figure 5.

Figure 4. (a) Geolocation of the 10 most voluminous groups of geo-market areas (source: authors’ own elaboration); (b) geolocation of the G1 unit property transactions (source: authors’ own elaboration).
The analysis of the acquired variables describing property transactions enables random forest method utilization. The analysis involved data processing with the use of the random forest method for the purpose of property feature significance determination. The model parameters were determined using iterative processing. Appropriately prepared data were randomly assigned to training sets and subjected to learning while considering the size of the model (number of trees), the initial value of the random number generator, and the stopping parameters of the process. The processing was carried out to predict the value of the real estate (the target variable) by identifying the impact of individual characteristics on their changes. Performing an analysis of the obtained results of the predicted property values and their differences from the observed values, it turned out that the optimal solution for the dataset we have is to set a random forest with a size of 200 trees, the initial value of the random number generator as equal to 0, and the number of predictors at 12 (one variable was excluded from each processing). The training graph of the random forest model based on the aforementioned parameters is shown in Figure 6:

The residuals of the model have a normal distribution, which confirms the correctness of the model’s estimates and predictions. The random forest model was evaluated for the quality of the prediction of real estate prices. The quality of the prediction was determined using the average value of the distance—the differences between the predicted values of properties and the observed values. The use of optimal model parameters produced an average distance value of 752.70 PLN. As a result of the processing, the importance values...
of each property feature in the process of the prediction of property value were obtained. Importance coefficients were determined based on the impact of each feature on the quality of the model’s prediction—see Figure 7.

![Property feature importance chart](source: authors’ own elaboration).

An analysis of the importance of the features indicates the existence of several key determinants in terms of influence on property values. With the parameters used, features such as year, usable area, and rooms proved to have a significant impact on the real estate value model—as indicated by their highest importance values. Among the features whose importance in terms of property value formation is at a comparable level were the building story, EK, CO$_2$ ECO$_2$, story, EP, and EU. On the other hand, the features whose influence on the value of the property was found to be the lowest were the technology, basement, lift, and UOZE.

6. Verification of the Results

In order to verify the utilitarian character and validity of the obtained results, a comparison was made between the values obtained with the use of random forests and the results of a multiple regression analysis representing filter methods—a classically used approach based on the correlation matrix of variables. Multivariate regression is a classic statistical technique commonly used to analyze the relationship between an exploratory (dependent) variable and a set of explanatory (independent) variables. If one wants to use multiple regression effectively, the principle of non-collinearity of characteristics must be preserved, meaning that the explanatory variables should not be highly correlated with each other. This is because collinearity can lead to difficulties in estimating the effects of individual variables and makes it difficult to interpret the model. Therefore, at the outset, an analysis of the interrelationships between variables was conducted. Pearson’s correlation of all the variables accepted for the analysis at the outset was used—see Figure 8.
As a result of the identification of a high correlation of variables (above the value of the correlation coefficient equaling 0.7), the elimination of real estate features that showed a strong relationship with other features and at the same time a lower (for the analyzed pair of features) relationship with the transaction price was carried out. As a result of such assumptions, the following features were excluded from the further analysis: the EU, EP, usable area, and technology. The results of the multivariate regression analysis are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Multivariate regression analysis results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>St. Error</th>
<th>t Stat</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>−10.80</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>−1.84</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOZE</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂_ECO₂</td>
<td>7238.52</td>
<td>14,092.14</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story</td>
<td>−130.38</td>
<td>130.64</td>
<td>−0.99</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms</td>
<td>−669.64</td>
<td>213.77</td>
<td>−3.13</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basement</td>
<td>−156.45</td>
<td>506.61</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>60.99</td>
<td>28.20</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Stories</td>
<td>−95.52</td>
<td>346.45</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift</td>
<td>287.28</td>
<td>790.98</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of model quality based on the adjusted Coefficient of Determination $R^2$ (0.50) indicated poor predictive capabilities of the model. Additionally, only three variables showed a significant impact on the property value model ($p$-value less than 0.05): rooms...
and year, which also showed the highest correlation with property price (0.56 and 0.64, respectively). Statistical significance, \( F \), reached a value below 0.05, indicating that the model is statistically significant. The residuals of the model follow a normal distribution, indicating that the model’s estimates and predictions are correct. The multiple regression model was evaluated for the quality of the prediction of real estate prices. The quality of prediction was determined using the average value of distance—the differences between the predicted values of real estate and the observed values, which amounted to 752.90 PLN. Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of the residuals obtained by processing the data in the random forest method and multiple regression against real estate prices.

Plots of the dependence of the residuals on observed prices indicate common trends in the context of the magnitude of predicted prices—the convergence of outliers when using both methods. The obtained results revealed several noteworthy findings from a variety of perspectives:

- **predictive accuracy**: the identified optimal parameters of the random forest model enabled us to reach the prediction quality measured using the average distance between predicted and observed property values, at a level of 752.70 PLN compared to the multiple regression analysis—752.90 PLN;
- **variable importance**: the random forest method provided valuable insights into the importance of all the individual features in the assumed set, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of factors influencing property values in contrast to multiple regression that limited the range of included features (that results from the basic assumptions of the method utilization). The random forest can deal more effectively with a large number of features, considering their impact on prediction;
- **handling non-linearity**: random forests are well suited for capturing complex, non-linear relationships between variables, providing a more flexible modeling approach compared to linear regression;
- **robustness**: the normal distribution of residuals in the random forest model indicates the robustness of the predictions, enhancing confidence in the model’s reliability. The random forest is relatively robust to the presence of independent variables (i.e., variables irrelevant to the prediction) because it focuses on the most informative variables when building decision trees;
- **interpretability**: while the random forest model offers satisfactory predictive accuracy, it may lack interpretability compared to traditional linear regression, making it challenging to explain the rationale behind specific predictions;

The executed research enabled the formulation of the following conclusions:
7. Discussion and Conclusions

The executed research aimed at providing a real estate decision-making support algorithm implementing AI technology. The analysis involved careful processing of acquired variables, with a focus on determining the significance of individual characteristics, including the ones reflecting real estate industry sustainable solutions (ESG), through the utilization of the random forest method.

The obtained results confirmed the thesis and proved the hypothesis from a mathematical point of view. In conclusion, the implemented random forest method in the proposed real estate feature significance assessment methodology proved to be a useful tool from the perspective of real estate price prediction based on assumed criteria. Its ability to handle non-linear relationships and provide insights into feature importance proved advantageous in comparison to the multiple regression analysis. Despite some trade-offs in interpretability, the random forest model demonstrated satisfactory predictive performance, making it a viable and valuable approach for a real estate market analysis on the example of ESG sustainable solutions. The findings underscore the importance of considering advanced machine learning techniques for complex tasks in the field of a property market analysis and provide a foundation for the further exploration and refinement of predictive models in real estate. The potential areas of further exploration that one could benefit from based on the conclusions might involve the following:

- expanding the set of ESG criteria used in the analysis, such as with water efficiency, waste management practices, or social impact metrics (adjusting the ESG criteria could enhance the model’s ability to capture the multifaceted nature of sustainability in real estate);
- exploring the integration of dynamic and real-time ESG data (sustainability factors can evolve over time and incorporating up-to-date information into the model may improve its predictive accuracy);
- investigating the long-term impact of ESG features on real estate values (assessing how sustainable practices influence property values over extended periods could provide insights into the resilience and lasting value of ESG investments).

The aforementioned directions of further investigation are just examples of areas that one could benefit from. This ongoing research can deepen one’s understanding of the complex relationships between sustainability and real estate values, ultimately informing more effective and informed decision making in the industry.
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